June 1, 2009
Philip woke up at 3:00 this morning, crabby. No school today, summer vacation. We do have to take his sister to school for two more days so he may be thinking he still has to go lol. I'm setting up his summer so he has some routine, this helps with anxiety. Did a great worktime with Mom this morning. Afternoon he is having anxiety with his hands over his head and mumbling in his own world. I don't always know what brings this on but it gets pretty severe. We stopped by the vitamin shop and he was so anxious, I could hardly get him to move in the store. Funny, I was there to get L-Tryptophan to help with his anxiety. 
June 3, 2009
Went to Rothman today, we will slowly be increasing the Namenda. He has been a bit anxious today with his arms over is head again. We are still trying to increase his sensory integration. He is definetly working and listening better with the Namenda. His turtle layed eggs today and he seemed interested in them. I did hide them now so he doesn't try to cook them lol.
June 6, 2009
Woke really crabby and anxious today, wasn't sure what was going on till I realized yesterday I mentioned I was going to trim the dogs hair. After I trimmed the dogs hair, he was fine and is having a good day. Of course we suffered through a few hours of anxiety before we realized what the problem was lol.
June 10, 2009
Finally got insurance approval for Namenda increase so will start today. This morning his OCD is really up, I'm hoping the increase will help it. He wants to write on everything this morning and he can be so sneaky lol. He takes the books into the bathroom and locks the door so I can't see him writing in it. He did vacuum the house this morning which is something we just started. He loves it, big smile on his face the whole time. It's funny, he actually looks forward to vacuuming. 
June 12, 2009
Philip is sleeping pretty well lately, it is so nice. He has been a little noisy today but listening well. He went to the doctor this morning and did well except for his ocd of ripping the paper that you are suppose to sit on. His weight is leveling off nice and maintaining. He is watching the Grinch Grinches the Cat and the Hat right now, over and over and over. Lately, it's either that or Ace Ventura pet detective. He just loves Jim Carrey. The crazier Jim Carrey acts, the more he likes it lol. If I could get everyone working with him to act like Jim, he would really advance lol.
June 13, 2009
Philip is very verbally stimmy today, covering his head up with his arms. His anxiety is very high even with no demand put on him. He spent most of today in his rocking chair covered up with a blanket like he was shutting out the rest of the world. We even gave him Wendy's fries and he didn't eat them. It may be because the birds outside were very noisy today. That's a little out of our control lol. Later in the evening he seemed more relaxed of course then he decides it's fun to hit his hands on the wall and come tell mom, "no banging on walls." He was making it a game till I stopped commenting on it.
June 16, 2009
Rough morning already, Philip's ocd's are way up. Can't get him to do anything without writing his verbal phrases on it. When I try to stop him he wants to chin me. Not sure what's off today.
June 20, 2009
Pretty good day today, did well at Grandma's house. Has been a little loud the last few days so have restarted his yeast medicine. Normally when he gets loud, it is yeast related. Made a cheese cake for Father's Day and Philip has decided to start cutting it today. There are not enough locks in the world to keep him out of trouble lol.
June 21, 2009
Philip being really good for Father's Day. I think raising the dose of Namenda was a really good thing. Dad wanted pizza for dinner which Philip doesn't like so we got him his usual French fries. Still working on trying to get him to eat different foods. His appetite is good now but he is very limited in his choices. 
June 22, 2009
Went to Chuck e Cheese today. Philip had a good time. When he first gets anywhere like this, he is very anxious with arms over his head. It takes him about 1/2 hour to warm up and have a good time. When he got home he was overstimulated. (so was Mom) He bounced on his ball, hid in his tent and we did lotion. After about an hour he settled back down. All in all a good day.
June 23, 2009
Final day for raising dose of Namenda. We'll see in a couple of days how he is doing. This is the first medicine in a very long time he has tolorated. His days seem to be calming down some, I'm hoping it continues so I can update his story of his typical day.
June 25, 2009
Philip has had his arms up covering his head all day today. Can't get him to put them down. It took him forever to get dressed. He has really long arms, he can wrap them all the way over his head down to his shoulders.
June 27, 2009
Very sleepy today, arms came down a few times today after he laid down for a little bit. Seems to do it more when he is tired. Loves swinging in his hammock even though it is wet from the rain.


